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Op the very many books on sex hygiene for lay 
persons this is probably the best, for it is simply and 
clearly written, and the difficult subject is handled without 
offending good taste. 

" 
I hope" writes the author in 

the preface to her first edition 
" that in this work parents 

will find a suitable book to put into the hands of their 
sons and daughters who are about to be married 
The matter has been simply treated, nevertheless it is 
quite scientific and no attempt has been made to 
embellish it." 
The second edition contains new chapters or sections 

on the menopause and on menstruation. A new chapter 
on sterility has also been added, and this is very well 
written, for it contains clear indications as to when to 
consult a doctor. The chapter on birth control has been 
amplified. In this connection we are entirely in agree- 
ment with the author in her remarks in the preface; 
birth control has become a commercial business, and 

present-day methods are not based, as far as one knows, 
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on scientific evidence. This problern is one: 

jatefj medical profession will have to study 
for it cannot be left to lay inves,tlgatl?n' prs the whole The second edition of this book now 

menopause. Period of reproductive life mcludmg 
d bc a It is inevitable?even desirable?that tne 

rnnsidera- demand for books of this type; the one author wr;tes tjon is the best that we have seen. T 
many that "she has been amazed to find that 

vcars who People who have been married for several y 
mQre 

are in great need of help over their s ? 

..?>?> 
especially during and after the chai ghook js Medical experience will bear her out, a 

one of which we cordially approve. ^ 


